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Rubinetteria Rossi Fiorenzo

Our company  is  a  small family

owned company established in

1949. Ever since 1949, we have

been driven by one idea : do better

tomorrow. This does not mean

tomorrow we  will have  necessary

to be different from today, alone a

valid reason justify innovation.

Everything must have a reason to be

inside or outside our product every

detail must have  a  purpose or be

born out of direct  experience and

every single function must be  sup-

ported   by a precise intention





S t r i p e s

An unexpected

design pure geo-

metric forms

spout and control

lever  integrated

make this prod-

uct unique
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P a s s i o n F o r L a v

An enduring passion for
Fabric, Innovation and
Quality since 1949 are the
very essence of this special
line of products for Lav. 
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M o d u l o

New ergonomic
shapes and a new
construction phi-
losophy allow us to
supply the right
product at the right
price point . 
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EUROPA is the first complete range of coaxial thermostatic mixer, with a cute and

unsuspected  design,  the use of a thermostat rather than a static mixing valve provides

increased safety against scalding, and increased user comfort because the hot-water

temperature remains constants. Too hot, too cold, too hot, too cold, what the hell!?!

No more scalding hot and freezing cold with Europa thermostatic mixers. Floor

mounted mixers for lav and for bath and floor or wall mounted shower column are

designed to give you the best possible start to each day. The range is also completed

by  a wash basin version with cycling  cartridge, which could also be equipped with our

LightTap  system.     "LightTap" is a smart and nice idea , the ring became red-violet-

blue depending on water temperature flow, so the operator can immediately know the

temperature level as visual control is immediate



Europa
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“ Decadence “ reflect the  structure  of  Art   Deco

based on mathematical geometric shapes updated  on a

modern twist. Single hole mixers and 3 holes sets mix and

match creating a wide and complete  range.
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Contemporary styling and

perfect geometry in its clean

and simple design. The origi-

nal  wing shape control lever

give to the product a unique

light design. In water flow ver-

sion, water flows naturally as

it falling from a mountain

stream water fall 
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Pure forms stirs the

senses. P.Line is a

complete range of
m i x e r s , 3 - h o l e s
sets,plate mounted
modules, with which
anyone can create a
personal room for
their individual  taste
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MimoThermo is a complete wide range of plate

mounted thermostatic modules for bath and shower
could match with all our ranges.  The use of a thermostat
rather than a static mixing valve provides increased safe-
ty against scalding, and increased user comfort because
the hot-water temperature remains constants. Too hot,
too cold, too hot, too cold, what the hell!?! No more
scalding hot and freezing cold ! Also  “TecnoBox” make
easy and fast  the installation and grant an accurate and
perfect work To take under consideration the faucet could
be always remouved for changes or maintenance avoid-
ing problems of a built-inn installations. Longevity is a
rare quality, we offer design solutions that endure the test

of time. 
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“ Totem “ A strong

unique and quintessential
design , a stunning pres-
ence on the batthroom
through a blend of power
and elegance, functionali-
ty and efficiency.
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About “Inglese “ it is

possible to talk about
a classic product inject-
ed by a bit of noostalgia
into the forms. The
range also show atten-
tion to ergonomics,
multifunctionnality and
ease of care
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Progetto Custom

We believe in the design integration tha-
t’s why  through 60 years of experience
we have devised a new technical depar-
tment which can  combine  ideas ,  stan-
dards, design,  concepts  to build
"Custom" items, for who like to own a
unique and solo object  following the
shape suggested by the bathroom desi-
gner even in one piece only. From sketch
to final product we can follow step by
step each momentum  of creation to
create the original, unique and lasting.
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Kitchtechnology
EWS DoubleJet FlowPilot LightTap

Pull Out Spray, TecnoLever, T42
These are the most enhanced features of our kitchen
faucets Attention to details, ergonomics, multifunctionali-
ty, carefully controlled manufacturing ensure your pro-
duct will endure the test of time EWS is a new way to
open and mmix the water through electronic components
which move standard valves. What the electronic control
can do better than a manual? In design field the control
can be a flat and very thin part which can be placed
near the spout or around the sink, that means free
design and less impact on the style The control panel
allow an easy use of the faucet, pre-ssetted positions
can drive you immediately to the quantity and tempera-
ture you need the display shhow the water temperature
by colouring a ring red/blue avoiding burns . DoubleJet
Pressing the spout head button alternates the water flow
between normal jett and spray functions.The sprayhead
features easy to clean silicone nozzles to eensure easy
cleaning. FlowPilot allow flow micro regulations to
always have the desired quantity. Once selected the
temperature on the Cycling cartridge is possibble to close
and open only operating with FlowPilot Some models
could be eqquipped with LightTap system, "LightTap" is a
smart and nice idea , the ring became red-vviolet-bblue
depending on mixed water temperature flow, so the
operator can immediately know the temperature level as
visual control is immediate. PullOOutSpray to easily reach
the desired point. Some Items can be supplied wiith
TTecnoLever cool design which grant a precise control
and a professional use. T42 is a boiling water and chil-
led filtered water dispencer to make Coffe Tea Hot
beverages instantly
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Classic Design
Product with a classical and
reassuring design, tradition-
al style and technically
advanced engineering to
dress every kind of bath-
room with elegnce
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The Luxury

Dynasty Corniche

America GrandHotel
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ImperialPalace Randa

OndaAlba
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EWS is a new way to

open and mix the water
through electronic compo-
nents which move standard
valves. Why to follow this
way? Electronics compo-
nents are parts of our life,
every days we normally use
phones, personal compu-
ters, various electronics
products
What the electronic control
can do better than a
manual? In design field the
control can be a flat and
very thin part which can be
placed near the spout or
around the sink, that means
free design and less impact
on the style The control
panel allow an easy use of
the faucet, pre-ssetted posi-
tions can drive you imme-
diately to the quantity and
temperature you need yes,
simply selecting one position
you will have the quantity
and temperature you need
without energy or water
wastes, even in case of
pressure changing in hot or
cold water the system react
and keep same levels, .
About security features, the
faucet close in case of cold
water loss , it work for a suf-
ficient time in case of total
energy lack , the display
show the water temperature
by colouring a ring
red/blue avoiding burns.
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To look ahead
We are always, looking  at
new models which are
inspired  by and reflect styles
and trends of modern design.
Follow  a  brief selctions of
new shapes  and materials we
are  working  on, some of
them are ready to sell imme-
diately
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RUBINETTERIA ROSSI FIORENZO di Rossi Renato Rodolfo

Via G. Verdi, 7 - 28076 POGNO (NO) - ITALY - Tel. (39) 0322 996840 - Fax  (39) 0322 97495 

Web address: www.rossifiorenzo.it - e-mail: info@rossifiorenzo.it


